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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option E
C. Option C
D. Option D
E. Option A
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
A: Variable size extents enable support for larger ASM
datafiles, reduce SGA memory requirements for very large
databases (A), and improve performance for file create and open
operations.
C: You don't have to worry about the sizes; the ASM instance
automatically allocates the appropriate extent size.
Note:
*The contents of ASM files are stored in a disk group as a set,
or collection, of data extents that are stored on individual
disks within disk groups. Each extent resides on an individual
disk. Extents consist of one or more allocation units (AU). To
accommodate increasingly larger files, ASM uses variable size
extents.
*The size of the extent map that defines a file can be smaller
by a factor of 8 and 64 depending on the file size. The initial
extent size is equal to the allocation unit size and it
increases by a factor of 8 and 64 at predefined thresholds.
This feature is automatic for newly created and resized
datafiles when the disk group compatibility attributes are set
to Oracle Release 11 or higher.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The power supply for the A-level electronic information system
room should be powered by two power supplies, and the power
supply of the network should not be damaged at the same time.
A. False
B. True ()
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization is beginning to implement an enterprise risk
management program. One of the first steps is to develop a
common risk language. Which of the following statements about a
common risk language is true?
A. Internal auditors will be able to reduce their sample sizes
because controls will be more consistent.
B. Management will be able to reduce inherent risk because they
will have a better understanding of risk.
C. Decision makers will understand that the likelihood of
missing or ineffective controls will be reduced.

D. Stakeholders will have more assurance that the risks are
assessed consistently.
Answer: D
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